STUDENTS

DS1 CLASS TAKES IB FIELD TRIP TO OMSI AFTER DARK

The DS1s enjoyed a reprieve from school last week by going on an IB field trip for dinner & learning at OMSI After Dark. The students had great fun spending time together celebrating their achievements as first year students while continuing to learn about Integrative Biosciences (with insects and snakes as the thematic points of learning).

SOD STUDENTS VISIT LOCAL HIGH SCHOOLS

DS3 students Travis Burk - graduate of Westview HS, Jonathan Morgan - graduate of Beaverton HS, Sita Ping - graduate of Westview HS, and Kayla Walters – a YoungLife leader for Westview students, joined Dr. Dennis Nicola, in giving presentations to two classes of students enrolled in the Health Profession Careers
Program at Westview High School. The goal is to educate students about dentistry as a profession.

The students, who are given the opportunity to participate in a Q&A session following the presentation, seemed to particularly like hearing from current dental students, who aren't much older than themselves.

This collaboration between Paula Jacobs of the Beaverton School District Health Profession Careers Program, and Dennis Nicola of the OHSU School of Dentistry has completed its second year and plans are for it to be ongoing.

EVENTS

DOERNBECHER CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL BOOK DRIVE
SUPPORT DOERNBEHER’S CHILD LIFE PROGRAM W/ NEW & GENTLY USED BOOKS
Drop off books at the CLSB SIM room 4S076 by May 31 click here for complete details

DEAN’S RESEARCH SEMINAR: REINHARD HICKEL, UNIVERSITY OF MUNICH
MONDAY JUNE 6 / 12:15PM – 2:00PM / CLSB 3A003A

CLASS OF 2016 GRADUATION CONVOCATON & HOODING CEREMONIES
SUNDAY JUNE 12 / 12:00PM / OREGON CONVENTION CENTER
JUNE 12, 2016 EVENT SCHEDULE

CLASS OF 2019 WHITE COAT CEREMONY
FRIDAY JULY 15 / SOD CLSB

5K PRIDE GLOW RUN
FRIDAY JUNE 17 / 9:30PM – 11:59PM / TOM MCCALL WATERFRONT PARK
Join Team OHSU for the annual 5k run/walk supporting Pride NW
AROUND TOWN

PORTLAND ROSE FESTIVAL STARLIGHT PARADE

SATURDAY JUNE 4TH - The Starlight Parade continues a longtime festival tradition from the early 1900s, when illuminated floats built on electric trolley cars made their way through the city on trolley tracks. Today, participants light up the night with approximately 100 illuminated entries along a 2.25-mile route. The parade draws more than 325,000 spectators to downtown Portland, and is also broadcast live from 9:00 – 11:00 p.m. on FOX 12. Don’t miss the fun of one of the Rose Festival’s best and brightest traditions!

MINI-GOLF RETURNS TO GOOSE HOLLOW FOR THE SUMMER

The 19th Hole is a mini golf pop-up course accompanied by an open-air clubhouse decked out with custom-made picnic tables and offering a growing list of more than 50 craft beers, Oregon wines, and ciders to sip alongside rice bowls & fried chicken served up from chef Juan Robles’ course-side food cart.

SOUTH WATERFRONT FARMERS MARKET

The first market of the season is scheduled for Thursday, June 2nd from 2pm-7pm in Elizabeth Caruthers Park located just south of CHH. The market will continue weekly through the end of October.

Find out who is selling at the market and learn more about your favorite farmers!

Please submit news items to bites@ohsu.edu